Link inside and outside spaces

Connect ground and first floor foyer spaces

Separate upper balcony for intimate events Create Ballarat’s Civic Plaza on Mair St

MAIN HALL

Create a sheltered green landscape on the West Close Flytower to open the Main Hall now
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Implementation Stage 1 is a significant, hopeful step in the long story
of the Civic Hall. It provides confidence for the future that says that
the whole site will be soon come alive, starting with community first.
This investment is a catalyst to activate our CBD now.
The adaptive reuse, makes minor and major changes to improve
amenity and access of the Civic Hall Foyer and Main Hall and its
two surrounding landscapes. The design works to enhance existing
features, and make the internal and external spaces more available and
affordable for multiple uses.
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SOFT WEST LANDSCAPE

WEST SOFT LANDSCAPE
Featuring soft green grass sloping towards the Civic Hall, this landscape is a quiet place for work lunch, family
picnics, kids rolling down the hill, birds, bushes, insects and day dreaming. It also serves as a place for indooroutdoor evening events and a secondary entrance to the Civic Hall.

Natural amphitheatre,Tetbury - Meyer + Silberg Land

Soft landscape looking North – natural amphitheatre for picnics and daydreaming

BALLARAT CIVIC PLAZA

Ballarat’s
event space
Large public events
and screenings are
a necessity
in Ballarat’s new
public square

Soft landscape section – impromtu events and outdoor relaxation

Outdoor relaxation,
Kic Park, Shanghai - 3Gatti

Landscape form, Munich Rainer Schmidt Architects

Finally Ballarat will have a Town Square, one meeting place for important community gatherings in the city, on a natural slope
down to Armstrong Street. It is a truly public place for big and small events, demonstrations, celebrations, weekly markets and
to meet a friend for lunch on the edges.

Civic plaza as a major event space

Everyday uses
The creation of
more intimate
spaces on the edges
of the plaza allow
for everyday use

Intimate plaza space, through planting, street edging and light
material pallette, Dandenong - BKK Architects

Civic plaza for everyday community use

Flexibility
Adaptable public
plaza space
for a variety of
community events
such as craft and
farmers markets
Civic plaza as flexible market space

CIVIC HALL SITE
IMPLEMENTATION STAGE 1

Nature and seating, Beijing Martha Schwartz Partners

Civic plaza looking West – a protected, adaptable town square promenade

PARTICIPATORY COMMUNITY DESIGN PROCESS

www.civichallsite.org

here studio

Mixed use landscape, Chengdu
- Land8 Landscape Architects

IMPLEMENTATION

UPPER BALCONY

MAIN HALL
The Main Hall is adapted to allow multiple events and multiple uses, big and small, or even concurrent. These could be
community and commercial events, markets, fundraising dinners, performances, concerts and conferences and have a variety of
configurations. Infrastructure makes venue hire affordable and attractive.
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REFURBISHED TOILETS

LOOSE OR RETRACTABLE SEATING

FOYER
Both the West and East wings of the Foyer have major internal changes to provide more amenity, light, function and access. The
East wing includes a lift and an iconic art deco staircase, with natural morning sun and views to Black Hill, Warrenheip and Mt
Buninyong. The West wing includes a ground floor commercial kitchen and first floor rest rooms.

GROUND FLOOR

MULTI-PURPOSE FOYER

NEW TOILETS
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RENOVATED FOYER

WEST KITCHEN AND TOILET WING
GROUND FLOOR:
FUNCTION AREA WITH
CATERING

EAST CIRCULATION WING

REFURBISHED
ACCESSIBLE TOILET
COMMERCIAL KITCHEN

Spiral Staircase,
Beton Brut

Pacific House, Palm Beach
Casey Brown Architecture

CIVIC HALL SITE
IMPLEMENTATION STAGE 1

Deco Inspired Interior with Sweeping Stair
www.sarahlavoine.com/fr

PARTICIPATORY COMMUNITY DESIGN PROCESS

www.civichallsite.org

The Foyer and Upper Balcony present an opportunity for a variety of event, community and commercial spaces to keep the
Civic Hall viable and active everyday.
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